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SECRET 

Lunch with Secreta 

1. As arranged by the Minister for Foreign Affairs, I travelled to Belfast on

Friday last to have lunch with the Secretary of State. The context of the

meeting was the strong feeling of both Ministers that, despite their different

2. The Secretary of State agreed with our view that the two Governments needed

to choreograph movement towards each other by the UUP and Sinn Fein,

·· ygg a Trimble-Adams mee · ···
:J(f)t;�� 
nton visit, given Unionist

page on these things, 

· · eally should happen

added however that, 

ikely that movement t 

would not occur before, at the earliest, the President's visit. 

3. The Se�retary of State said it was time for both Trimble and Adams to again

show real leadership. Mallon had been minding and motivating Trimble

ry enthusiastic supp 

dams and McGuinne 

rime Minister. She 

e was the "best friend 

They had been helpful on many issues, including most recently on the 
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and Derry marches. She w
er in the near future,

. worried however that, if 
g'ff;fflose his cool with him.

tion with Adams rece 
to move on up to three issues. 

spelt it out to him that 
wo ofili:se should be: (a) word�'

to the effect that the war was over, and (b) appointing an interlocutor to work
with the Decommissioning Commission. She was somewhat encouraged by
the fact that Adams, rather than adopting his usual practice of taking issue

gree to an early mee 
llowed "within two 

nde.d. She feels that if Sinn.· 
�==:::::=��:;:�:ut�@}t 
··: -. . .. y would be open to put pre 

s. If this happened, ·
establishment of the 

Trimble, she emphasised, should in such circumstances be given no room for
"further procrastination".

5. Overall, the Secretary of State's view was that if we did not move matters
·· . e situation had the po

veng ry breakthrough is to 
*':'f require the Prime M.

s at a fairly early dat
e Taoiseach to speak t ··

Prisoner releases I Normalisation (Demilitarisation) Paper 

6. In response to the above, I made the point that both Governments would be in
much stronger positi . · � programme in the N ort . 

arly date, and (b) if t 
ecurity normalisation ·. 

·<�i!sure on Adams if (a) 
.·· tto get off the ground in a si

. iild ensure that their fo ·
❖ ion) was positive and 

This, together with a signal that a meeting with Trimble and the early
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7. 

might 

The S ate said she wanted 

d she had already to 

es to begin in the 

airmen of the Release 

Commission to include a substantial number in the first batch. In saying 

this, she emphasised that the prisoner issue had been very difficult for her, 

with her office receiving a huge number of calls, including many late at 

.· night, on the issue. 

e Secretary of State ore prisoners were r

the near future in t · d that I doubted if an would 

happen before late September; we would, in any event, keep in close contact 

with her people on this. She said - and hoped we would understand this -

that politically she had to release Fisher and Wright before she opened the 

gates to the paramilitaries. 

9. As re

'vil service. She knew found it to be 

people were now wo w text, and she 

suggested that; given that we were also working on a possible draft, we might 

exchange papers: The 22nd August (the day the Secretary of State returns 

from leave) might be a suitable date for this. Officials could then work on a 

·compromise draft. As I found this to be a very encouraging development, I

eadily agreed to her s n exchange of papers
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Civil Service 

10. 

LVF 

11. 

imple 

ttitude of the Norther 

the Agreement. The •· · tate said she had 

ard as she could on mo�:;;;fftes; at times, it was frustrating 

but spe was determined to ensure that policy was implemented in a coherent 

way. The Springvale Campus project was a good example of their delaying 

tactics. However, she was now simply going to announce that the project 

as going ahead, and t 

e site during his visit 

arn that they could n 

small boys. 

ould then have to acce .. · · ·  

t President Clinton c 

that the civil service 

treat Northern politici, 

e to 

were 

cease .. 

a reaL'. at they would begin 

t�;�to announce a perman) ··· 

She believed there was al 

+ issionirig before too

long.••····· 

Relations· between Governments 

12. The Secretary of State welcomed the fact that relations between the two

overnments had neve 

discussions over recen

eetings format (Mi 

uccessfully. She also 

·.··. She spoke very wa

or two officials) was ·· 

o the sterling work of

dealing with Republican dissidents. 
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Comment 

13. Once ck off holidays, we n erious work on mov 

the U . Fein towards each o lar through a Trimble 

Adams meeting. possible trade-off 

meeting with Adams, leading to the early establishment of the Shadow 

Executive, in return for Sinn Fein moving on (i) a "war is over, as far as 

we're concerned" type statement and (ii) perhaps two other issues (an 

the disappeared or the .. 

· ould be against a bac .

risoner releases woul

e ending of punishment be 

. - <flconsiderable help to s·

· .ll in a significant way
... )tt;;;�;;�� 

ere (a) 

the British would have published a positive and forward-looking paper on 

normalisation of security measures. 

Secretary 

10 August 1998 
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